
Bibliografia
teol6gica
comentada
del area
iberoamericana

Annotated Theological
Bibliography of the
Ibero-American Area

Institutions: US $60
Individuals: US $30
Mailing costs: US $2

Latin America from a religious,
historical, literary, cultural
perspective.

An integral interdisciplinary
bibliography in which semiotics,
politics, sociology, psychology,
art, philosophy, law, and theology
make pronouncements from their
particular epistemological norms
on humanity, the world, and God.

Instituto Superior Evangelico
de Estudios Teol6gicos
Camacua 282
1406 Buenos Aires
Argentina

Volumes 1-12 (1973-1984) have
already appeared with an average
of over 7,000 entries and more
than 700 pages per volume!
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REVOLUTIONARY MEXICO
The Coming and Process of the Mexican Revolution
JOHN MASON HART
This reinterpretation of the Mexican Revolution is a major contribution to our
understanding of Mexican history. Hart explains both the economic and political
factors that brought on the crisis and the significance of the revolution as a defense
of Mexico's culture, economy and political independence. $40.00

$37.50

THE MILITARY
AND THE STATE
IN LATIN
AMERICA
ALAIN ROUQUIE
Translated by Paul E. Si~und
Rouquie combines detailed analysis
with general theory to paint a vivid
picture of the varieties of military rule
in Latin America.
"The book is as much about the
internal operation of the Latin
American state as about the military."

-Giuseppe di Palma, author of
Surviving Without Governing

BANKER TO
THE THIRD
WORLD
u.s. Portfolio Investment in
Latin America, 1900--1986
BARBARA STALLINGS
"Rich and penetrating....By examining
U.S. loans to Latin America in the
1920s and 1930s, Stallings offers
important insights into more recent
debt problems."

-Charles Lipson,
author of Standing Guard

Studies in International Political Economy,
volume 18
$45.00 cloth, $12.95 paper

POLITICAL
SURVIVAL
Politicians and Public Policy
in Latin America
BARRY AMES
"Apart from its evident technical and
conceptual polish, the book is a good
read. [I tl 'raises the ante' in comparative
studies of public policy by bringing
sophisticated, systematic thinking to the
analysis of decision...making in the Third
World."

-Peter McDonough,
University of Michigan

California Series on Social Choice and
Political Economy, volume 12
$38.00

BUREAUCRATIC
AUTHORITARI-
ANISM
Argentina 1966--1973 in
Comparative
Perspective
GUILLERMO O'DONNELL
Translated by James McGuire in
collaboration with Rae Flory
Based on research that extended over
nearly a decade, involving extensive
interviewing of key political actors, a
massive effort at "event scoring" of a
broad spectrum of political activities,
the compilation of a large body of new
economic data, and careful use of
periodicals and other sources, this long...
awaited book contains a great deal of
new information about Argentine
politics. $45.00
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LIVES ON THE
LINE
The Testimony of
Contemporary Latin
American Authors
Edited by DORIS MEYER
These thoughtfully assembled writings
by many of Latin America's finest
authors bear first,person witness to the
personal, social, and political situation
of the writer and of literature in Latin
America. They acquaint us with the
experiences of various writers, all of
whom have sought a creative confron,
tat ion through writing with their history
and the realities of daily life. $25.00

RETURN TO
AZTLAN
The Social Process of Interna,.
tional Migration from West,.
em Mexico
DOUGLAS S. MASSEY,
RAFAEL ALARCON, JORGE
DURAND and HUMBERTO
GONZALEZ
Mass migration from Mexico to the
United States was the end result of a
dynamic social process set in motion
many years before. Here, a binational
team of authors vividly describes this
phenomenon using historical, anthropo..
logical, and survey data. $37.50

From Spanish Colonization to
Alfonsin
DAVID ROCK
New in paper- "Without question this
is the best general history of Argentina
in the Engl ish language."

-Latin America in Books
"Rock has done a superb job....The book
is supplemented with useful illustrations,
a wealth of notes, a glossary of Spanish
terms and a comprehensive bibliogra..
phy." -New York Times
$12.95 paper

THE CONQUEST ARGENTINA,
AND 1516--1987
SETTLEMENT
OF VENEZUELA
lOSE DE OVIEDO Y BANOS
'Translation, Introduction, and Annota...
tions by Jeannette Johnson Varner
Widely regarded as a literary masterpiece
and a major historical work, this classic
in the literature of the European explora,
tion and settlement of the New World
has never until now been available in
English. $37.50

POST--REVOLUTIONARY
NICARAGUA
State, Class, and the Dilemmas of Agrarian Policy
FORREST D. COLBURN
New in paper-"An excellent study of the economic constraints facing virtually
any victorious Third World revolution and their consequences for popular welfare,
autonomy, income, and state ..making."-]ames C. Scott, Yale University
California Series on Social Choice and Political Economy, volume 12 $7.95 paper

---------_.._---
At bookstores or call toll,free 800,822,6657. Visa & MasterCard only.

University of California Press
Berkeley 94720
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Latin American Studies
from Unwin Hyman

Pinochet
The Politics of Power
Genaro Arriagada, Translated by Nancy Morris
In 1988 Chile will hold its first democratic elections since the military coup of September
11, 1973. This timely analysis of the Pinochet regime by a prominent Chilean political scien
tist gives the first in-depth account of the internal workings of its politics, revealing
Pinochet's manipulation of Chile's political machinery, press, and military in support of
his reactionary rule. June 1988 224pp. $34.95 cloth, $12.95 paper Thematic Studies
in Latin America

Policymaking in Mexico
From Boom to Crisis
Judith A. Teichman
Policymaking in Mexico examines the historical and political dimensions of Mexico's 1982
economic dilemma. Professor Teichman analyzes the motivations, interests, and alliances
that patterned Mexico's economic pol icymaking between 1976 and 1982, arguing that the
goals of state managers, the growing contradictions of peripheral capitalism, and interna
tional events interacted to produce policies that have deepened Mexico's economic crisis
and exacerbated social conflicts. 1988 192 pp. $34. 95 cloth, $13.95 paper Thematic
Studies in Latin America

Land, Power, and Poverty
Agrarian Transformation and Political Conflict in Central America
Charles D. Brockett
The changes that have occurred in Central America's rural areas involve not only the causes
of widespread hunger and malnutrition - they are fundamental to the region's politics over
the last few decades, including revolution, civil war, refonnism, and represssion. Professor
Brockett explores the development of rigid, unequal structures in rural Central America,
the challenge in recent decades by the peasantry, and the roles played by the area's national
governments and the U.S. March 1988 256pp. $39.95 cloth Thematic Studies in Latin
America

Political Change in the Third World
Charles F. Andrain
This well-organized, clearly written, informative book provides a sophisticated analysis
of political changes in five Third World countries. It develops a theory of the dynamics
of Third World political change based on models of various political systems - folk,
bureaucratic-authoritarian, reconciliation, and mobilization - and then uses these models
to account for political changes in Vietnam, Cuba, Chile, Nigeria, and Iran. April
1988 320pp. $39.95 cloth, $16.95 paper
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150 Years of Publishing Tradition . ..

Allen & Unwin, Inc. is now
UNWIN HYMAN, INC.

In 1986 the venerable British publishing houses of George Allen & Unwin and Bell
& Hyman merged to form Unwin Hyman, one of the largest independent British
publishers. The U.S. division of Unwin Hyman, formerly Allen & Unwin, Inc.,
will now be called Unwin Hyman, Inc., and will continue its tradition of, and
commitment to, publishing the finest in scholarly and general interest titles.

Landmarks

1838 George Bell, Publisher, established in
London.

1871 John Ruskin sets up George Allen as
a publisher.

1914 Stanley Unwin buys George Allen and
forms George Allen & Unwin.

1976 Allen & Unwin, Inc., and Allen &
Unwin Australia, Pty. Ltd., fonned in
Boston and Sydney.

1977 Robin Hyman buys George Bell and
Bell & Hyman is formed.

1986 Allen & Unwin and Bell & Hyman
merge interests to form Unwin Hyman.

1988 Allen & Unwin, Inc., Boston,
becomes Unwin Hyman, Inc.

Our authors have included such
distinguished scholars and
writers as:

Max Weber, Bertrand Russell,
Friedrich Nietzsche, James M.
Meade, Sir W. Arthur Lewis,
Charles Kindleberger, Alec Nove,
Paul Kennedy, James Rosenau, KJ.
Holsti, Agnes Heller, Ferenc Feher,
Tom Bottomore, J.M. Synge, Niko
Tinbergen, Genaro Arriagada

Our expanding U.S. editorial program now
includes: gender studies, Soviet studies,
international relations, Latin American
studies, and media studies and popular
culture.

UNWIN

Ep
HYMAN

UNWIN HYMAN, INC.
8 Winchester Place. Winchester. MA 01890

toll free 1 800 547 8889
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Reserve Your Exam Copy Now!

THE HUMAN TRADITION
IN LATIN AMERICA
The Twentieth Century
Edited by William H. Beezley and Judith Ewell
Available now. 311 pages. Paper, 0-8420-2284-8. $12.95

This unique collection emphasizes the human
element in the study of Latin American history by
focusing on the lives of 23 men, women, and
children, whose stories vividly bring to life the impact
that modernization-revolution, economic upheaval,
urbanization, and destruction of community and
family life-has on the daily lives of ordinary people
in a traditional society.

"These twenty-three mini-biographies put a human
face on the recent past. They return the study of
Latin America to its rightful locus: the people... Long
overdue." -E. Bradford Burns, UCLA

"Just the right mix ...The chapters stand on their
own, each telling a human story and illustrating a
particular national setting, but also add up to a
whole that provides an entirely different image of
Latin America."

-Charles D. Ameringer, Penn State University
"An uncommon, informative and compelling book.

What were once only events in history now become
vivid and unforgettable realities as we see their
consequences in the daily lives of the people who
lived through them."

-David L. Chandler, Brigham Young University
To reserve your examination copy, please send your
request on your department letterhead, or call our
toll-free number for rush service.

SRSCHOLARLY RESOURCES, INC.
104 Greenhill Avenue, Wilmington, DE 19805-1897
Toll-free 1-800-772-8937, or (302) 654-7713
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New in the
Pitt Latin American Series

The Giant's Rival
The USSR and Latin America
Revised Edition
Cole Blasier
The revised edition of this outstanding work includes new chapters ana
lyzing developments since 1983 in Nicaragua, El Salvador, and Grenada.
$24.95 cloth, $9.95 paper

Oil and Mexican Foreign Policy
George w. Grayson
Grayson shows how Mexico's contemporary role in the international
community has been shaped by dramatic changes in the oil market.
$19.95

Primary Medical Care
in Chile
Accessibility Under Military Rule
Joseph L. Scarpaci
"This is the most comprehensive, sophisticated, and objective study of
healthcare reform and its results in Chile under the military regime. A
valuable addition to the growing social science literature on health in
Latin America. "-Carmelo Mesa-Lago
$24.95

Mexico Through Russian
Eyes, 1806-1940
William Harrison Richardson
Richardson analyzes descriptions given of Mexico by the Russian
visitors-including Eisenstein, Mayakovsky, and Balmont-who estab
lished the place of Mexico in the Russian and Soviet cosmos.
$29.95

~l!!~QHrgt1
L.....- Pillshurgh, PA 13260----------1
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Check Out Our Latin
American Studies!

SEARCHING FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Labor Migration and Employment in Mexico

By Merilee S. Grindle. Throughout the Third World, rural people
must leave their homes in ever greater numbers to seek temporary
work in cities, in distant rural areas, or even in other countnes.
Focusing on Mexico, Merilee Grindle addresses the critical question
of how rural development strategies can help provide more secure
livelihoods for the many people who can no longer support them
selves and their families in tneir local communities. The first in a
new series, Food Systems and Agrarian Change, edited by Frederick H.
Buttel, Billie R. DeWalt, and Per Pinstrup-Anderson. $24.95

LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS
Intermediaries in Rural Development

By Milton J. Esman and Norman T. Uphoff. New in paper. Using an
extensive case study analysis of efforts to establish local membership
organizations (LOs) in rural areas of Latin America, Asia, and Africa,
the authors draw on many years of research to determine what
features and approaches make an LO successful under different
conditions. $12.95 paper

Rx: SPIRITIST AS NEEDED
A Study of a Puerto Rican Mental Health Resource

By Alan Harwood. New in paper. "The strength of the book lies in
Harwood's sensitive and insightful understanding of his subjects,
and his excellent assessment of metaphysical contrasts between
spiritist and traditional psychother~pies." -Hispanic Journal of Beha
VIoral Sciences. The Anthropology of Contemporary Issues. $12.95 paper

FOOD POLICY IN MEXICO
The Search for Self-Sufficiency

Edited by James E. Austin and Gustavo Esteva. Twenty develop
ment specialists address issues behind food self-sufficiency strategies
in the Third World by examining Mexico's Sistema Alimentario
Mexicano (Mexican Food System). $16.95 paper; $49.50 cloth

Also of interest
CONTRACTING COLONIALISM

Translation and Christian Conversion
in Tagalog Society under Early Spanish Rule

By Vicente Leuterio Rafael. In this innovative contribution to the
hIstOry of the Philippines, Vicente Rafael examines the role of
language in the relIgious conversion of the Tagalogs to Catholicism
and their subsequent colonization during the early period of Spanish
rule (1580-1705). $26.95
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS 124 Roberts Place, Ithaca, NY 14850
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Archivo Biografico
de EspaDa, Portugal
e Iberoamerica
• Over 300 original biographical reference

works.
• Approximately 600 volumes from the

17th to the 20th centuries.
• Cumulated into a single alphabetical

sequence on microfiche.

The Archivo Biografico de Espana, Por
tugal e Iberoamerica - the fourth in Saur's
international series of biographical archives - will
reproduce in a convenient and otherwise unavail
able format the biographical dictionaries and
encyclopedias of earlier centuries. The scope of
the Archivo reflects the reaches of Spain and
Portugal - from the Iberian Peninsula, the
Balearic and Canary Islands to Mexico, Honduras,
Brazil, Argentina and Mozambique or Macao and
the Phillipines. Compiled from the vast resources
of the national libraries in Spain, Portugal, and
Mexico, only 55% of the material pertains exclu
sively to Spain and Portugal.

No other resource provides users with such a
wealth of easily accessible information on indi
viduals of every class and calling - the monarchy
and nobility, military and religious figures, states
men - ethnic groups, foreigners who became part
of the fabric of life, and especially women are
included.
Please write or call for a detailed brochure and listing of the
source works.
Publication in 12 installments, 1986-1988.
8 installments available.
1500 fiche (24X); with multi-volume index.
Silver $9,900* Diazo $9,000*
*Prices require payment on receipt of first shipment. For other
payment options please inquire.

K-G·Saur Inc·175 F~'th Ayenue·Mew York, M.Y. 1..10·111 ••I·IJOI
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Arizona.
Nonviolent
Insurrection
in EI Salvador
The Fall of
Maximiliano Hernandez
Martinez
Patricia Parkman

Drawing extensively on archival material in both
EI Salvador and the United States, Parkman ex
amines the events leading up to the civic strike
that forced the resignation of dictator Martinez in
1944. "It provides a detailed account of an event
overwhelmingly overlooked by Central American
historians.... a model of imagination and dili
gence." (Charles L. Stansifer) "This book is
likely to be trusted by all shades of ideological
opinion." (Jose Z. Garcia) About 260 pages,
$35.00.

Where the
Dove Calls
The Political Ecology of a
Peasant Corporate Community
in Northwestern Mexico
Thomas E. Sheridan
Arizona Studies in Human Ecology

Focuses upon both the external linkages and
internal adaptations that shape three peasant
corporate communities characterized by sharp
economic inequality and longstanding conflict
over land and water. Sheridan examines the
ecological and economic constraints which
scarce and necessary resources place upon
households, and then investigates why many
such households have formed corporate com
munities to insure their access to resources
they cannot control on their own. About 270
pages, $29.95.

The People
of Sonora
and Yankee
Capitalists
Ramon Eduardo Ruiz
A PROFMEX Book

Examines how the advent of North American
dollars between 1882 and 1910 helped reshape
the economic, social, and political contours of
one Me~ican province. Ruiz challenges the pop
ular notion that American investment is a cure
for third-world ills; for while the money invested
~n Sonora may have brought order and progress,
It also gave life to a nascent working class in
creasingly at odds with a dependent bourgeoisie
and laid the foundations for a rebellion that top
pled a regime linked with its American patrons.
About 330 pages, $35.00.

Troublesome
Border
Oscar J. Martinez
A PROFMEX Book

Addresses salient issues in the history of the
U.S.-Mexican border, offering a synthesis of cur
rent literature to focus on the most important
events and interpretations regarding past and
present conditions in the region. Martinez dem
onstrates the complex nature of the border by
highlighting the web of relationships that link one
side with the other, delineating the social, eco
nomic, and cultural predicaments of its popula
tion to emphasize the estrangement between
the "bi-national" periphery of each nation and
the core societies. About 175 pages, $22.95.

Ih The University of
~.J Arizona Press
1230 N. Park #102, Tucson, AZ 85719
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Write for our
catalog ofbooks
on LatinAmerica

ARIEL
By Jose Enrique ROM
Translated by Margaret Sayers Peden
Prologue by Carlos Fuentes
"Irritating, insuftrrable, adlllirabk.. stilllulating, disappointing
Rod(>: ... you arc part of our t:unily quarrds, and I1lust bcar
with your disrcspcctful, cqually disappointcd, intuiti\'c, inCOl1l
pletc ncphcws, living in a world that you helpcd dcfinc te)r us,
and ofkrcd unto our rcvolt." -Carlos fucntcs

Now a\'ailablc in a ncw English translation, Latin AIllcrica's
nlost fanlous cssay on acsthctic and philosophical scnsibility.
Rode)'s allegorical conflict bctwccn Ariel Jnd Caliban is widely
rcgardcd as a nlctaphor for thc conflicts and cultural diftrrcnccs
bct\\'(,~cn Latin America and thc United Statcs. An csscntial
work tor thc student of Latin Anlcrican studics.
$16.95 hardcovcr $7.95 papcrback

Now available in paperback editions

BRAZILIAN CINEMA
Edited by RandalJohnson and Robert Stam
A historical and critical ovcrvicw of the Brazilian cincnlatic
tradition. Groupcd in tour categories, this fascinating study
includcs cssavs on Brazilian film histon', interviews and l11ani
tcstos by leading filmnlakers of the last't\\,o decades, in-dcpth
analyses of inlportant Brazilian films, and spccial topics, in
cluding women filmnlakcrs, thc imagc of Brazil in Holl~"vood
fihns, and Brazilian parodies of Anlerican filnls. A comprc
hensivc look at Brazilian cinema.
$12.95 paperback

THE IMPACT OF INTERVENTION
The Dominican RepUblic during the u.s.
Occupation of 1916-1924
By BruceJ. Calder
'~ ... comprehcnsi\'C and tolerant ... all excellent study."

-Nell' YOrk Times Book RepielJ'

~~Caldcr's work is J victon' t()[ historv as well as interdisci
plinary studies.... Rcadable and detailed, this book is well
organizc:d and rich in ncw inf()rnlation."
$11.95 paperback -Latin American Rcscm~ch Repu:w

University of Texas Press
BOX 7819 AUSTIN, TEXAS 78713-7819
FOR ORDERS CALL TOLL-FREE 1(800) 252-3206
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- NelY From Cambridge University Press-
Brazil and the Struggle for Rubber
A Study in Environmental History
Warren Dean
Dean traces the nunlerous atteIllpts to plant rubber in BraziL including the ill-fated
Ford Estates, and others established by the nlajor multinational tire companies. He also
analyzes the struggles of the Brazilian governIllent to foster rubber developIllent.
$29.95 33477-2

British Capitalism and Caribbean Slavery
The Legacy ofEric Williams
Barbara L. Solow, Stanley L. Engerman, Editors
These essays explore the relationship bet\'veen Great Britain and her plantation slave
colonies in the Caribbean. Modern scholarship on this subject has been shaped by Eric
Williams' \vork and these essays originated in a conference held in his honor in 1984.
529.95 33478-()

Now in paperback...
FrODl the CalDbridge History of Latin ADlerica
Leslie Bethell, Editor

Colonial Spanish America
Selections from volumes 1 and 2 provide a history of the Spanish Empire in America
from the late fifteenth to the early nineteenth centuries.
$13.95 34924-9

Colonial Brazil
Selections from volumes 1 and 2 provide a history of the Portuguese Empire in
Brazil from the beginning of the sixteenth to the beginning of the nineteenth
centuries.
514.95 34925-7

The Independence of Latin America
Selections from volume 3 consider the struggles for independence from Spain in
Mexico, Central America, Spanish South America and Brazil. Final chapters examine
the relationship of the newly independent countries with the rest of the world and
the role of the Church in the independence of Latin America.
$12.95 34927-3

Spanish America after Independence, c. 1820-c. 1870
Selections from Volume ~-J provide a history of Spanish AmeI'ica duI'ing the first half
century following independence from Spain.
514.95 34926-5

At bookstores or oI'der from

CalDbridge University Press
32 East 57th Street, New York, :,\Y 10022.

CaInbridge toll-free numbers for orders only:
800-872-7423, olltside NY State. 800-227-0247, NY State only.

IVlasterCard and Visa accepted.
Cambridge ISB~ prefix 0-521
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Published in Cooperation with PACCA
(Policy Alternatives for the Caribbean and Central America)

Crisis in Central America
Regional Dynamics and U.S. Foreign Policy
in the 1980s

Nora Hamilton, Jeffry A. Frieden, Linda Fuller, and
Manuel Pastor, Jr., eds.

"A remarkably broad-ranging. insigh((ul. and well-bal
anced treatment. ... Highly recommended. "

-Lars Schoultz,
University of North Carolina

March 1988· ca. 260 pp. • $34 (he) • $9.95 (pb)

The Dangerous Doctrine
National Security and U.S. Foreign Policy

Saul Landau
"Should be read by every student of international affairs. Saul Landau has redefined

national security as something that is both humdrum and ultimately threatening to our
democratic institutions." -Seymour Hersh
March 1988 • ca. 178 pp. • $24.95 (he) • $9.95 (pb)

From Confrontation to Negotiation
U.S. Relations with Cuba

Philip Brenner
"An excellent review. ... provides a devastating critique of the policy the U.s. has

followed for almost thirty years." -Wayne Smith,
SAIS, Johns Hopkins University

March 1988 • ca. 112 pp. • $23.95 (he) • $7.95 (pb)

2 .,
Nicaragua
Profiles of the Revolutionary Public Sector

Michael E. Conroy, ed.,
with Maria Veronica Frenkel
Aug. 1987 • 247 pp. • $20.85 (sc)

Contadora and the Diplomacy
of Peace in Central America
Bruce M. Bagley, ed.
Volume I
Aug. 1987 • 275 pp. • $32.50 (sc)
Volume II
June 1988 • ca. 288 pp. • $32.50 (sc)

The Caribbean in World Affairs
The Foreign Policy
of the English-Speaking States

Jacqueline Braveboy-Wagner
July 1988 • ca. 150 pp. • $16.95 (sc)

Cuban Political Economy
Controversies in Cubanology

Andrew Zimbalist, ed.
"A lucid critique of the theory, practice.

and politics of u.s. 'Cubanologv' that chal
lenges current conventional wisdom about the
character and performance ofCuha's economy
and the nature and implications (~r Cuha's
SOl'iet ties." -Peter Winn,

Tufts University
Jan. 1988 • ea. 226 pp. • $42.50 (he)
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PUERTO RICAN HOUSES
in Sociohistorical Perspective

Carol F. Jopling

"Carol Jopling has made an impressively thorough recon
naissance of the Puerto Rican house. In this book she gives us
an instructive typology of the diversity of house types, an
choring that typology in the history of Puerto Rico and the
dynamics of acculturation among Indians, Spaniards, and
other Europeans, Africans, and continental Americans. She
also addresses in a novel way the relation between house
types and the dynamics of the social order and the class
system."-James W. Fernandez, University of Chicago.
320 pages, 213 illustrations, $34.95

~ The University of Tennessee Press
~ Knoxville 37996-0325

NEW FROM PENN STATE

THE COAL OF EL CEREJe)N
L)CI)cncjent 13argaining anci C:()I()nl1Jian r.:>()licyrnaking

}-/ClrCJcy l~. Klirle

-rhis stucjy ()f tW() c()ntracts the C:()l()nl[)ian g()vernment
nlClde f()r c()al ejevcl()f)nlent in the carly 19S()s g()CS bc
yc)ncj the literature ()n (iC/JCI)cicllCicl and ()n t)argClining te)
cl()sely exaITlinc thc ~)()wer struggles l)ctween "Natic)nal
ists" an(j "f-{cacti()narics" in the ciccisic)n-making f)r()cCss.
-rllC (;()U) (~l EJ (;er(~j()ll sh()ws that nlclttcrs such as c()al
cjcvel(JI)ITlcnt in 'rhird \V()rld c()untrics Clrc n()t C()nlf)lctely
cictcrnlinccj l)y intcrnClti()nal f()rces. lJut reJthcr ttlat nluch ()f

the crcciit f()r l)cnefici<.ll c()ntracts - an(j the l)lanle f()r
I)rejudicial (Jnes - is rightly deserved by the p()litical clites
()f the c(Juntries. 1\ fascinating study ()f c()ntract-l)<.lrgaining
anc] its f)()litical, ecc)n()nlic, and s()cial c~ffcct.
224 IJ(l~Jes S2:~.:;()

Penn State Press
215 Wagner Building University Park, PA (814) 865-1327
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NEWEST TITLES IN
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES

Illu.~lmlioll/rom Mf:M(J1NS
OF A Mf:XU:AN POUT/CIA.\'

ARGENTINA 1943-1987: THE NATIONAL
REVOLUTION AND RESISTANCE
REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION
DONAl,/) C. HODGES

Cloth: $24.95 Paper: $I:~. 95

LAND, WATER, AND CULTURE: NEW
PERSPECTIVES ON HISPANIC LAND GRANTS
EDITED BY CHARLES L. BRIGGS & JOH{\,' R. VAN NfSS
4:i2 pp.• illustrated, 13 maps
Paper: $19.95

MEMOIRS ()F A MEXICAN P()IJTICIAN
ROOt'RIC A. C..tMP

May 216 pp.• 10 wo()(kut illustrations
Cloth: $22.50 Paper: $11. 9S

FOOD, CONQUEST, AND COLONIZATION IN
SIXTEENTH-CENTURY SPANISH AMERICA
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